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Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of quality
bottleneck in adaptive SVC streaming. Quality bottleneck occurs
in adaptive streaming systems when the desired video quality
cannot be obtained even if the network capabilities are sufficient.
In the context of SVC layered video streaming, we have observed
that enhancement layers remain around the video source and fail
to reach all the participating peers. To overcome this problem, we
propose an adaptive SVC streaming solution that cooperatively
integrates strategies of overlay formation, data scheduling and
content adaptation. Performance evaluation using simulations
shows that the proposed streaming solution reduces the quality
bottleneck, increases churn-tolerance and optimizes bandwidth
utilization.
Index Terms—adaptive streaming, layered video, SVC, overlay
networks, P2P, quality bottleneck, data scheduling, quality
smoothing

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE LAST few years witnessed tremendous deployments
of audio and video streaming systems. These
deployments are based on a variety of architectures, including:
Peer-to-peer (P2P) overlays such as Spotify [1], PPLive [2],
and Zattoo [3]; cloud platforms such as CloudStream [4];
Content Distribution Networks (CDN) such as Netflix [5]
and YouTube [6]; and other proprietary solutions. To a large
extent these deployments realize what traditional streaming
and multicasting architectures have struggled to achieve
large-scale distribution of video-on-demand and live video
services to a massive number of end-systems distributed over
the Internet.

T

A. Motivations
CDN and Cloud architectures are extensively used
nowadays for delivering video services at large scale.
However, they achieve so at the cost of overprovisioned
network infrastructures and at growing concern of network
operators. P2P streaming solutions constitute a viable
alternative as they offer a better tradeoff between the
utilization of the underlying network infrastructure and the
delivery of overlay services. However P2P networks present
a number of challenges yet to be resolved [7]. Most notably,
the ad hoc nature of P2P networks makes them vulnerable
to: (1) individual peer behavior such as random departure and
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arrival (a.k.a. peer churn), asymmetric contribution in terms
of network and storage resources (a.k.a. free riders), etc.;
and (2) collective behavior of peers such as massive arrival
or departure (a.k.a. flash crowds). These behaviors result in
highly dynamic overlay topologies and load unbalances, and
consequently in degraded services, especially for real-time
applications with stringent delay, packet loss and bandwidth
requirements. Peer churn, for instance, forces neighboring
peers to find new neighbors and establish new connections
with them. This introduces significant delays and a high
probability of service discontinuity.
P2P video streaming applications have tackled the
unpredictability of peers’ behavior using layered video content
since its playback is possible with partial data. Examples of
layered video formats include MDC (Multiple Description
coding) [8] and SVC (Scalable Video Coding) [9], both use
layered encoding schemes to facilitate content adaptation,
delivery and playback in the events of changing, unstable,
or unexpected network conditions. By using layered video
content, it has been shown that peer churn can be tolerated
to a certain degree [10]. But layered video content has also
other advantages, including the ability of heterogeneous peers
to consume tailored content that meets their different terminal
and network capabilities as well as their preferences (e.g.,
frame rate, resolution, video quality, etc.) [9].
However, streaming continuity is achieved at the cost of
decreased quality of the received content (i.e., playback with
partial data). In addition, the decomposition of the video
stream into incremental and dependent layers such as in SVC
raises the issues of data distribution and scheduling [11] which
need to be carefully addressed. In non-layered streaming over
P2P networks, peers download any available chunk, whereas
in layered streaming, and due to layer dependency, peers are
more concerned with the decision of which chunk of which
layer to download. In this context, efficient scheduling of the
data chunks from neighboring peers will determine the video
quality level that every peer will be able to get from the
overlay or contribute to it [11][12][13][14][15]. Data chunks
scheduling in adaptive streaming over P2P networks is subject
to several considerations such as the dependency relationship
between multiple representations of the video (e.g., SVC
layers), the links capacities between the peers, the urgency
of the data chunks in case of live video streaming, or whether
the data chunks are pushed by the sender, requested by the
receiver or a combination of both.
Data chunks scheduling has also to take into consideration
the need for adaptive streaming in order to provide a
stable long-term quality. Indeed, even if the video content
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can be adapted on the fly and switched from one quality
representation to another, the user quality of experience can
be unstable due to frequent video quality changes and sharp
move between qualities. Smooth video adaptation [16][17]
aims at providing a stable quality of experience. Smoothing
can be obtained by maintaining the same quality level during
a predetermined period of time before considering a quality
level enhancement or a progressive quality level degradation.
Further, it is worth noting that the availability of the desired
data chunks in the neighborhood determines how the overlay
network is built and maintained. Indeed, in a scenario where a
newly joining peer is connected to other peers providing only
a low quality video level, this new peer will be constrained to
this quality level and shares it back with other peers even if
its capabilities permit a higher quality level.
As illustrated in figure 1, inefficient bandwidth utilization
occurs when peer (A) with high uplink capacity is attached
to peer (B) with high download capacity, but the maximum
delivered quality that (A) receives and distributes back is far
less than the link capacity. Also, a video quality loss occurs
when peer (A) with high uplink capacity is attached to peer
(B) with low download capacity since peer (B) will only get
and serve back lower quality video streams. To avoid such
loss, peer (A) needs to serve other peers to fully utilize its
upload capacity.
Since peers contribute to the overlay with the content that they
acquire from the network, they need to be carefully connected
to other peers in order to avoid what we call the “quality
bottleneck” problem. The quality bottleneck problem is more
severe in case of high peer churn.
B. Contributions
In this paper, we identify the problem of quality bottleneck
in the context of adaptive video streaming in overlay networks,
as the “fading and vanishing of the video quality level obtained
by some peers in the overlay even if available resources allow
a higher quality”. We believe that an efficient solution to the
quality bottleneck problem must jointly address the following
three aspects:
a) Overlay Formation: Overlay formation concerns the
process of connecting newly joining peers to the existing
peers. It comprises the mechanisms used to adapt the
neighborhood of a peer subject to neighbors’ departures
or in order to augment the current neighborhood. This
is perhaps the most important task when building a P2P
streaming system. Indeed, the neighborhood assigned to
a peer will heavily impact the data distribution, which
depends on the availability of the data chunks in the
neighborhood, and the capacities of the links between a
peer and its neighbors.
b) Data Distribution: The data distribution or scheduling
involves the mechanisms used to acquire and redistribute
the data chunks of the content being shared. Data
acquisition can be achieved in pull [14], push [17]
or push-pull [18] modes. In pull-mode, the receiver
peer is responsible for requesting the desired data from
its neighbors. In push-mode, the data transmission is
controlled by the sender peer, and the receiver peer
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Fig. 1. Connection leading to inefficient bandwidth utilization

will obtain data from the sender peer without prior
requests. Finally, in push-pull mode, important data may
be pushed without prior requests (e.g. the base layer in
the case of SVC video), while other enhancement data
can be requested by the receiver peer (e.g., enhancement
layers). Regardless of whether the data is distributed in
pull or push mode, the data chunks need to be scheduled:
• In time: the data chunks must be acquired before
their consumption date or playback deadline.
• Through the peer’s neighbors: the data chunks need
to be acquired from (respectively distributed to)
relevant peers.
The problem of data scheduling can be tackled at the
receiver side [19], at the sender side [20], or at both
sides [21]. The data distribution process also needs to
address potential transmission errors using mechanisms
such as forward error correction [22], or network coding
[23][24].
c) Content Adaptation: Content Adaptation is essential
in the context of dynamic and adaptive service
provisioning. In video streaming systems, it has been
shown that the video playback continuity and the
absence of frame freezing events are as important as the
video quality level. Indeed, quality of experience (QoE)
studies [25][26] have shown that the user is more likely
to prefer to trade video quality for streaming continuity
(absence of stalling events) when facing unstable and
varying network conditions. Other studies [27][28] have
shown that selecting the highest quality level is not
optimal for some video content types. Thus, theses
subjective studies must be considered for an efficient
adaptive streaming system.
These three aspects must be addressed jointly in order to avoid
the quality bottleneck problem. Indeed, a good technique for
overlay organization may connect peers between them in an
optimal way regarding their capabilities, but an inappropriate
scheduling technique may fail to achieve efficient data chunks
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scheduling. Similarly, a good technique for scheduling that
does not take into account how the peers are being connected
among them will not perform better. Finally, even if overlay
formation and data scheduling are jointly addressed, peers
may successfully achieve a better throughput but will fail to
achieve a better quality of experience due to the adaptability
characteristic of layered video. Typically, a content adaptation
technique should drive the data chunks scheduling technique
and this technique needs to be aware of the overlay formation
used in the system. Towards this goal, we develop in this paper,
a comprehensive solution for efficient adaptive streaming over
P2P networks. Specifically, we propose an adaptive SVC
streaming solution that cooperatively integrates strategies for
overlay formation, data scheduling and content adaptation.
C. Paper Organization
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II surveys some research works found in the literature that
address the joint overlay construction and data scheduling.
Section III presents background knowledge and definitions.
Section IV describes our proposed solution for adaptive
streaming, and section V discusses its performance evaluation.
Finally, section VI concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Significant research progress has been made in the field of
pull-based peer-to-peer layered streaming [11][14][19]. The
main objective of these systems is to provide the peers
with the highest video quality. However, even though a lot
of techniques have been proposed in the literature for data
scheduling in layered video streaming, only a few have
focused on joint overlay formation and scheduling for efficient
layers delivery. For instance, authors in [29] have defined
a classified P2P overlay scheme for SVC streaming (CLS)
where the overlay topology is composed of different groups.
Peers with similar uploading bandwidth are put into the same
group and communications between peers are only possible
within the same group. Such solution can be inefficient
because of dynamic arrival and departure of peers resulting
in inefficiently formed groups. The authors of [30] proposed
a bandwidth-aware hybrid overlay architecture for push-based
P2P streaming of scalable video. The overlay is also organized
into hierarchical clusters but with limited capacity in terms
of number of peers. Within each cluster, tree overlays are
formed for data exchange using a push-based delivery. The
distribution trees are constructed while taking into account
peers bandwidth in order to place more capable peers near the
video source. However, this solution suffers from a high cost
relative to tree construction and maintenance and its inability
to scale to a large number of users.
Using a hybrid tree-mesh overlay, authors in [18] proposed
LayeredCast, which aims at combining the advantages of both
overlay organizations (i.e., mesh and tree). The base layer
is pushed into the tree overlay while enhancement layers
and base layer retransmission are acquired from the mesh
overlay using a pull-based delivery. The authors also proposed
a new heuristic for receiver side data scheduling. Even though
LayeredCast combines data scheduling and random overlay

formation, the unpredictability of the peer organization and the
maintenance cost of the base layer tree make the solution not
optimal for preventing the occurrence of quality bottlenecks.
III. BACKGROUND
In this section, we describe some background knowledge
related to adaptive SVC streaming. First, we present the SVC
video format in terms of layers composition and bitstream
structure. Second, we discuss the need for metadata structures
in order to describe the SVC bitstream for data scheduling.
Finally, we introduce the problem of SVC description update
and advertisement in the context of live streaming.
A. SVC Video Format
Layered adaptive streaming is supported by the H.264/SVC
format [9] which allows a video stream to provide various
representations of the same video. Furthermore, it offers what
we call the “encode once, decode many” feature, i.e., the video
is encoded into a single file but can be decoded in different
ways in order to have different representations (different frame
size / frame rate / picture fidelity). To support such feature,
SVC format introduces three types of scalability:
• Spatial sclability: different frame resolutions.
• Temporal scalability: different frame rates.
• Quality scalability: different compression levels.
Any combination of the above three scalabilities determines
the quality of the resulting video representation. The
combination having the lowest frame resolution, the lowest
frame rate, and the lowest compression level is called the
Base Layer (BL) while the other combinations are called
the Enhancement Layers (ELs). Due to SVC compression
algorithm, the higher layers depend on lower layers for
decoding. Indeed, the SVC format has also let to new
compression techniques to allow efficient storage of the
encoded representations [26]. SVC format has the ability to
allow the decoder/player to switch from one representation
to another by simply adding or dropping enhancement layers
during the video playback.
As an extension to AVC, SVC relies on the principle of
Network Abstraction Layer for organizing the video bitstream.
SVC bitstream is a collection of atomic data pieces named
Network Abstraction Layer Units (NALUs or NALs). There
is one type of NALs that is very important for informing
the application about a complete description of the layers.
This unit is called SEI NAL (Supplemental Enhancement
Information). It contains information such as the number of
layers, the dependency relationship between the layers, the
number of scalabilities and their description.
Another important NAL unit is called the IDR NAL unit
(Instantaneous Decoding Refresh). This NAL represents a
synchronization point within the overall stream since it allows
the decoder to switch to another representation as no backward
dependency exists after an IDR NAL.
In Summary, SVC adaptation relies on these IDR NALs to
perform on-the-fly layer switching. Figure 2 illustrates an
example of 6-Layers SVC bitstream composition. In this
figure, we can see a sequence of subsequent NALs composing
the SVC bitstream; each NAL unit belongs to a specific layer
(0 to 5). IDR NALs are highlighted.
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Fig. 2. Example of a 6–Layer SVC Bitstream Composition

B. SVC Video Content Distribution
In order to ease the distribution of SVC video content and
to allow efficient adaptive streaming, the SVC stream needs
to be described using a high level metadata structure. Such
structure may contain general information about the stream
such as its title, duration, and spatial resolution.
For the sake of the data chunk scheduling, the metadata
provides information about the binary composition of the
video stream. This information, referred to as the StreamMap,
describes the data chunks to be exchanged.
The StreamMap can have a simple structure. In the case of
non-layered video using MPEG2-TS video, the StreamMap
includes just two indications: (1) the offset of the MPEG2-TS
packets (multiple of 188 bytes) and, (2) the number of the
packets to be retrieved. However, the StreamMap is detailed
further in the case of layered video format (e.g., SVC).
In this case, it contains information on NALs with their
different characteristics (Size, Type, Layer ID, etc.) which
are needed in order to achieve an efficient data scheduling
and to enable dynamic content adaptation (i.e. SVC layer
adding/dropping).
In our solution, we propose an XML-based Resource
Description file (rdx file) in order to describe any exchanged
SVC video content whether it is for live or on-demand
streaming. This description format is designed primarily for
H.264/SVC but it is also capable of supporting H.264/AVC
streams. Moreover, it can be easily extended to other
codecs. Manifest files describing multimedia content for HTTP
adaptive streaming have been used in industrial software such
as:
•
•
•

ISM/ISMC manifest file in Microsoft HTTP Smooth
Streaming [31],
F4M manifest in Adobe Dynamic HTTP Streaming [32],
M3U8 file in Apple HTTP Adaptive Streaming [33],

MPEG-DASH does also introduce a manifest file dubbed as
Media Presentation Description (MPD)[34][35]. However, all
these technologies are designed mainly for HTTP streaming.
Thus, these manifest files lack of a fine grain presentation of
the SVC content at the NAL level. Our RDX file embeds
both general information about the video stream and the
StreamMap. An example of the manifest file structure is shown
in figure 3.
Each NAL unit is described with the following information:
•

ID: The NAL unit identifier which is the index of the
NAL within the full SVC stream.

<Resource>
<Header>

<Scalabilities/>
<Layers />
<…/>
</Header>
<StreamMap>
<NALU ID,Size,Type,LayerID/>
<NALU ID,Size,Type,LayerID/>
<NALU ID,Size,Type,LayerID/>

<NALU ID,Size,Type,LayerID/>
</StreamMap>
</Resource>

Fig. 3. Example of an RDX File Structure for SVC Stream

Type: The type of the NAL unit as described in the SVC
extension to H.264/AVC standard.
• Layer: The ID of the layer to which the NAL unit belongs
to, if applicable. (The layer ID is irrelevant in the case
of non-VCL NAL units)
• Size: the total size of the NAL unit in bytes.
Based on this information, SVC adaptive streaming can be
achieved by planning the targeted layers set according to
the consumer context (network/terminal capabilities, and user
preferences). A fine-grained video adaptation can be further
performed by means of an efficient data chunks scheduling.
•

C. SVC Description Advertisement/Exchange
In the case of pull-based streaming, the consumer peer
needs to acquire the video stream description before requesting
the actual video content. For on-demand streaming, the stream
description (rdx file) can be generated offline, once the video
stream is available. The manifest file can be transmitted at the
beginning of the session and the scheduling of the different
data pieces can then be optimally achieved. For live streaming,
the manifest file transmitted at the beginning of the session can
only contain general static information about the video stream
such as title and supported layers. The StreamMap can only be
transmitted incrementally and periodically as the video stream
is being generated at the source.
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In a P2P network, peers are both consuming the video and
providing it to other peers. To this end, each peer needs to
maintain and exchange information about the availability of
data chunks. This information is maintained in a data structure
called the BufferMap. Unlike the StreamMap, this structure
describes the present state of the data chunks available. As
shown in figure 4, a BufferMap is generally a bitfield structure
where each bit indicates whether the peer already has the
corresponding data chunk (= 1) or not (= 0). The peers
exchange parts or all of their BufferMaps in order to make
the other peers aware of data availability.
In non-layered video codecs and in pull-based live streaming,
peers exchange mainly information related to the liveness (i.e.
the delay from the live instant) of their current buffer [12].
However, in SVC live streaming, peers need to advertise their
history of playback in terms of viewed layers which describes
the exact composition of their buffer at different times. Figure
5 shows an example of a peer playback history where the peer
has viewed layers: 3 > 2 > 0 > 3 due to the lack of NAL
units (gray NALs) to play higher layers. From this example,
we can notice the weakness of using liveness information (i.e.
the index of the last played video chunk) to describe the
availability of data pieces at this peer. Indeed, a peer may
be as live as possible but with regard to its playback history,
this peer does not have all the data (if this peer has played
only lower layers for example).
Consequently, to advertise the availability of the data chunks
to other peers, liveness information is not sufficient since other
peers need the actual buffer composition in terms of NAL
units. Moreover, as shown in figure 6, peers need to acquire
the data description along with the actual data, in order to
perform an efficient scheduling.
After acquiring the StreamMap and BufferMaps from
neighboring peers (i.e. data description), the receiver peer has
to efficiently schedule its requests among its neighbors subject
to the importance of data chunks (SVC layers dependency),
as well as their playback deadline. In figure 6, the source peer
advertises the description of the video being generated (i.e.
StreamMap) and makes the corresponding data available for
requesting from other peers. In the other side, a consumer
peer needs to acquire first the data description (StreamMap
& BufferMaps) in order to start requesting the actual data.

Past data

Decoder

DataHole

Fig. 6. Problem of BufferMap Exchange in Live Streaming
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Fig. 7. Quality Bottleneck in Adaptive SVC Streaming

We can see in the figure, that the consumer peer has acquired
some portions of the stream description as well as portions of
the stream data.
Different scheduling algorithms [13][14][36][37] have been
proposed in the literature to provide better SVC streaming
performance. However, many of these algorithms did not
consider the overlay organization alongside the chunks
scheduling and quality stability for adaptive streaming
(smoothness). Indeed, even the optimal scheduling algorithm
could fail if the overlay is organized in such a way that data
chunks are not available in the neighborhood, resulting in
quality bottlenecks.
This problem occurs when peers are connected without taking
into account the peers characteristics such as their network
capabilities (uplink and downlink capacities) and the load
characteristics. Figure 7 illustrates the quality bottleneck
problem where capable peers are not getting the quality level
that meets their network capabilities. In this figure, we can see
that the higher video quality representation is retained around
the source.

IV. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION AND P ROPOSED S OLUTION
In this section, we formulate the quality bottleneck problem,
state our working assumptions, and present our solution
approach. Our goal is to achieve efficient adaptive SVC
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streaming avoiding the quality bottleneck problem. Our
approach consists in jointly optimizing overlay formation, data
distribution and content adaptation. Specifically, we present
here our proposed SVC-enabled data scheduling strategy along
with our overlay formation mechanism and SVC adaptation
technique, and how they are used to maximize the perceived
quality of experience while avoiding the quality bottleneck.
Our solution relies on the following assumptions:
• The peers are organized in a pull-based mesh topology,
• A source (or a set of sources) provide(s) an SVC video
stream with different scalability levels.
• Video
is composed of different SVC layers
{L0 , L1 , L2 ...LK }
with
different
bitrates
{R0 , R1 , R2 ...RK }. For the sake of simplicity, each
layer of the video stream depends on all previous layers,
i.e., layer Ln depends on layer Ln−1 . with L0 being the
base layer.
• A peer Pi has the following attributes:
– Ui : overall uplink capacity,
– Di : overall downlink capacity,
– Vi (t): the viewed layer by the peer at instant t,
– Oi (t): the out-degree of the peer i at instant t,
– Ii (t): the in-degree of the peer iat instant t,
• A peer equally distributes its uplink capacity to serve all
neighbors that consume its content.
• A peer’s session lifetime within the system can
be described by statistical distributions (Exponential,
Weibull, Log-Normal, etc.) [38][39][40].
• The peer arrival distribution can be described by the mean
of statistical distribution (e.g. Exponential).
• There is a central entity (i.e. a Tracker) orchestrating the
overlay formation, by providing the list of neighbors to
each newly arriving peer.
Considering the above assumptions and system model, our
goal is to find an overlay formation scheme along with a
scheduling strategy that allows a better delivery of a relatively
high and stable quality to each peer during the entire lifetime
of its presence in the overlay.
A. Scheduling Strategy
Considering the layers availability in the neighborhood,
and the capacity of the links connecting these neighbors,
the scheduling strategy aims to obtain the higher quality of
the video while considering the eventual departure of each
neighbor and its impact on the received quality. The main
idea behind our proposed strategy is to dispatch data requests
among the peers according to what they can provide and
proportionally to their upload capacity.
We consider a neighborhood composed of M Peers:
P1 , P2 , . . . PM . Each peer Pi is providing Ui of all its available
layers {L0 , L1 , ...LKi } as follows:
• xij is the amount of data of layer Lj that will be
requested from peer Pi .
• aij is a boolean variable which indicates if layer Lj is
available from peer Pi .
• Regarding the downlink capacity DP of the local peer
P , the higher layer that can be obtained by the peer is
LMAX such that: RMAX  DP .
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The higher layer that a peer is effectively able to obtain
from its neighborhood can be determined by :
L∗  LMAX
i=M
L∗ = arga max( i=1 aij .xij  Rj ; j ∈ {0, 1 . . . a})
subject to:
j=Ki
j=1 aij .xij  Ui ; j = 1 . . . M
aij .xij  D
These constraints can be interpreted as follows:
• The overall requested data from a peer Pi must not
exceed its uplink capacity Ui that is providing.
• The overall requested data from all the neighbors must
not exceed the downlink capacity (D) of the peer.
In order to solve this optimization problem, we must find the
matrix X = (aij .xij ).
Determining the highest quality that can be obtained from a
certain neighborhood, under the above constraints is known
to be NP-Hard [36]. To solve it, we devise a heuristic solution
called the Themis Heuristic. The goal of our heuristic is
twofold: on one hand, the heuristic tries to find the higher
possible layer, and on the other hand, it tries to spread
the requests among the neighbors according to their uplink
contribution.
The proposed scheduling strategy depends on the
neighborhood proposed to a newly joining peer. This
strategy can become less effective if the neighborhood does
not have the data that interests the new peer. In the following
sub-section we present our strategy for the overlay formation
in order to avoid the quality bottleneck problem.
•

B. Overlay Formation Strategy
1) Stable neighborhood: During the construction of the
overlay topology, it is important that the neighborhood
proposed to the new peer is stable during the peer presence
within the system. A stable neighborhood avoids the situations
where the peer has to look for new neighbors in case of
churn. In order to determine a stable neighborhood to propose
to a new peer, we study the lifetime duration of a stable
neighborhood.
In this study, we consider an overlay where leaving
neighbors are not replaced. In figure 9, we show an example
of a newly joining peer that has been connected to 4
neighbors. At the beginning of the session, the local peer
receives data up to U1 + U2 + U3 + U4 from its neighborhood.
After a certain period, neighbors will leave the overlay
respectively at T1 , T2 , T3 , etc. (peers are numbered according
to the order of their departure). Here, as shown in figure 9,
Ri represent the residual lifetime of neighbor peer Pi . Let
L be the session lifetime of the local peer. For memoryless
distributions, L and Ri follow the same distribution (the
waiting time paradox).
While connected to such neighbors, the newly joining peer
will be able to have a stable quality level from its neighbors,
with respect to data availability, as long as T1 (the departure
time of the first neighbor) is greater than the average peer’s
lifetime E[L]. The probability of such state is (T  E[L]),
where T = min(T1 , T2 , . . . , TM ).
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Get Max Possible Layer()
1: L∗ = LMAX (D) //max layer subject to DL capacity
2: k = L∗ //trying to acquire the higher possible layer
3: while (k = 0)
4:
U 
= U //backup the peers uplink vector
5:
if ( i=M
i=1 aik Ui  Rk ) //enough data to get layer k?
aik Ui
6:
∀i : xik = i=M
Rk //req load balancing
i=1 aik Ui
7:
∀i : Ui = Ui − xik //update peers uplink vector
8:
k = k − 1 //proceed with lower layer
9:
else
10:
∀j  k, ∀i : xik = 0 //abandon layer k, and higher
11:
U = U  // restore peers uplink vector
12:
L∗ = L∗ − 1 //target a lower layer
13:
k = L∗ //re-start from this new targeted layer
14:
endif
15: endwhile
16: return L∗
Fig. 8. Scheduling Strategy (Themis Algorithm)

In the case where L follows an exponential distribution
L ∼ E(λ), we can obtain:
P (T  t) = P (min(T1 , T2 , . . . , TM )  t)

i=M
i=1

T3

U2+ U3+U4
U3+U4

U4

Time

࣬ଵ
࣬ଶ
࣬ଷ
ࣦ

Fig. 9. Stable Neighborhood Lifetime

peers with higher serving capability are attached to more
peers. In this paper, we propose to adapt this preferential
attachment to include the similarity of the peers in terms of
the quality level a sender peer can provide and the quality
level a receiver peer can obtain. The preferential attachment
πi to a peer Pi is thus expressed as:
αi βi
)
πi = P (LinkT oP eeri ) = ( j=N
j=1 αj βj
where:

eλi t

P (T  t) = e−Λt ; Λ =

T2

U1 + U2+ U3+U4

i=M
P (T  t) = P ( i=1 Ti  t)
P (T  t) =

T1

Downlink

i=M
i=1

αi =
λi

In the case where all Li are identically distributed and
having
same parameter λ, we have:
the
i=M
Λ = i=1 λi = M λ
Then:
P (T  t) = e−Mλt
P (T  E[L]) = e−MλL ; knowing that E[L] =

1
λ

P (T  E[L]) = e−M
The analysis of this probability permits us to tune the
neighborhood size according to the characteristics of the
node lifetime distribution in order to ensure a stable and
churn-tolerant neighborhood. Based on the desired probability
value, the size of the neighborhood M can be set accordingly.
Such analysis can be easily extended to other peer lifetime
distributions (Log-Normal, Weibull, etc.).
2) Preferential attachment: Once we have determined
the size of the stable neighborhood able to provide the
desired quality, we propose to organize the new peers into a
modified scale-free network [41] using preferential attachment
procedure according to the SVC video layer being delivered
by the peers. The original preferential attachment as defined in
[41] attaches the newly joining peers according to the serving
capability of a peer. The serving capability is defined as the
ratio of the uplink capacity of a peer to its out-degree. Thus,

Ui
Oi (t)

1
βi = 
(D − RV i (t))2 + (U − RV i (t))2
The probability πi of connecting a new joining peer P to a
peer Pi , which is already part of the overlay, takes into account
the two following aspects:
• Peers are attached according to their contribution to the
overlay, in such a way that peers having high serving
capacity attract the newly joining peers. Conversely,
saturated peers will repel the joining peers. This aspect
of the attachment is expressed by the α part in the
preferential attachment formula.
• Peers are also attached according to the higher layer that
they can serve to other peers. This aspect is represented
by the β part in the preferential attachment formula. It
aims to connect peers having similar viewing layer and
thus similar video quality representation. It can be seen as
the minimization of the difference between the currently
viewed layer by the peer and the capacity of the joining
peer in order to get and to distribute this layer back to
other peers. This condition is essential for mitigating the
quality bottleneck problem.
The preferential attachment procedure can be essentially
described as follows. When a new peer joins the overlay, the
probability of its attachment to a random peer of the overlay
is proportional to the contribution of this peer in terms of
uplink capacity and layer availability. Therefore, we use the
following procedures to build such an overlay:
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a) Peer join: when a peer Pi joins the overlay network at
time t, the central control entity sorts the existing peers
according to the preferential attachment probability and
connects the new peer to the M peers having the highest
probability of attachment. Thus, the new peer starts with
a zero out-degree and an in-degree equal to M .
b) Peer departure: when a peer leaves the network, all of
its neighbors loose a download link, and their download
rates decrease accordingly. In order to compensate for
this decrease, a new download link is required for each
of these peers. The node replacement process is similar
to the Peer join process, except in this case, only one
peer (i.e. with the highest probability of attachment) will
be chosen.
C. Streaming Adaptation Strategy
Even with an optimal overlay formation, the performance of
the data scheduling can still be affected by varying network
conditions. For example, bandwidth fluctuations can lead to
unstable video quality, and possibly streaming discontinuity
(i.e. stalling events). In the case of pull-based streaming, the
receiver peer has to decide which quality level to choose. To
this end, authors in [16][17] proposed a smoothing function
that decides which layer to request in order to guarantee
a stable quality for a certain period of time, referred to
as the smoothing window. To obtain a stable quality, the
proposed smoothing function tries to minimize not only the
number of layer changes (i.e. frequency reduction) but also the
size of jumps between two consecutive layers (i.e. amplitude
reduction). In our solution, we have used the smoothing
function in order to steer the data chunks scheduling task so as
to overcome bandwidth fluctuations and achieve a significant
enhancement of the user’s perceived quality of experience.
Figure 10 provides an overview of the different system’s
components and their inter-working. We see that the playout
buffer is composed of different regions:
a) Region 1 - Decoding buffer: this region contains all the
downloaded data which is ready to be fed to the decoder.
b) Region 2 - Request buffer: in this region, the peer has
already acquired the data description (StreamMap &
BufferMaps). Thus, the peer can form requests to obtain
these chunks.
c) Region 3 - Fetching buffer: in this region, the peer does
not know the composition of the stream so it has to
request first the stream description corresponding to this
region.
After the current playhead position, we find the already
acquired data (Region 1) that is ready to be supplied to
the decoder. Beyond this region is the part of the stream to
be downloaded and for which the bitstream description has
already been acquired (Region 2). Finally, the third region
(Region 3) describes portion of the stream for which both the
bitstream description and the actual data need to be acquired.
In figure 10, we also show the SVC smoothing and scheduling
functions:
a. First, the SVC smoothing function takes as inputs the
history about viewed layers and the download bandwidth
performance and decides which SVC layer to target
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for the next stream portion, according to the algorithm
described in [16][17].
b. On the basis of the new stream portion’s description from
Region2, the target SVC layer decided by the smoothing
function, and the neighbors’ BufferMaps, the scheduling
function (i.e. the Themis Algorithm) generates the list of
the NALs to request and from which neighbors.
c. Parallel to these two main functions, the BufferMap
manager and the Description manager acquire
information about the data availability in the
neighborhood (i.e. neighbors’ BufferMaps) and the
bitstream description (i.e. StreamMap). The BufferMap
manager periodically asks the neighboring peers for their
buffer maps in order to be aware of the available data
chunks in the neighborhood. Similarly, the Description
Manager asks periodically the neighboring peers for
stream description portions.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the proposed solution using
simulations.
A. Simulation Setup
To evaluate the performance of our preferential attachment
algorithm, we measure the layer viewed by each peer during
its session and the bandwidth utilization in order to show
that the overlay formation guarantees better quality to each
peer, and it is efficiently contributing to the overlay. We
compare our proposed technique referred to in the following
as AFF (Affinity-based overlay formation) against three other
techniques as follows:
a. Random overlay formation (RND): In this technique, a
joining peer is connected randomly to M present peers.
b. Scale-Free overlay formation (SFR) [41]: in this
technique, a joining peer is connected to the M best
serving peers. The serving capability (SC i ) of a peer
is defined as the ratio of its uplink capacity to its
out-degree.
Ui
SC i =
Oi (t)
c. Classified overlay formation (CLS) [29]: In this
technique, peers are organized into different clusters
according to both download and uplink bandwidth. In
CLS a peer can subscribe to different clusters in order
to have a specified quality level.
For each evaluated techniques, we measure the following
performance metrics:
a. Viewed Layer Distribution (VLD): This metric provides
an accurate view of the viewed layer by all the peers. It
shows the proportion of peers that receive each layer of
the video.
b. Download Bandwidth Utilization (DBU): This metric
measures the effective usage of the downlink capacity
during the peer session.
c. Upload Bandwidth Utilization (UBU): Similar to DBU,
this metric measures the usage of the uplink capacity.
d. Overlay graph properties: These include the average
in-degree and out-degree of the peers.
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Fig. 10. Overview of the Streaming System

TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter
Peer lifetime
Peer arrival
Simulation duration

Video quality levels

Download bandwidth

Upload bandwidth

Value
Expo(λ = 1/300s−1 )
Expo(μ = 1/3s−1 )
5 hours
1 video: 5 Layers {L0 , L1 , L2 , L3 , L4 }
Overall bitrate: 3000 Kbps
{L0 } = 1000 Kbps
{L0 , L1 } = 1800 Kbps
{L0 , L1 , L2 } = 2400 Kbps
{L0 , L1 , L2 , L3 } = 2800 Kbps
{L0 , L1 , L2 , L3 , L4 } = 3000 Kbps
{1.0Mbps, 1.8Mbps, 2.4Mbps, 2.8Mbps,
3.0Mbps} = {20%, 20%, 20%, 20%,
20%}
{1.20Mbps,
2.16Mbps,
2.88Mbps,
3.36Mbps, 3.60Mbps} = {20%, 20%,
20%, 20%, 20%}

In our simulations, we have considered 5 different classes
of peers having different network capabilities profiles. Each
profile corresponds to a certain SVC layer that the peer can
get according to its download capability. Peers are uniformly
distributed among these 5 classes (20% each). Each class
corresponds to a particular quality level. This means that the
overlay is composed of 20% peers able to view video stream
of quality 1 (i.e. L0 ), 20% other peers are able to view video
stream of quality 2 (i.e. L0 , L1 ), etc. Upload and download
capacities are set in order to have a network in surplus mode
[42][43][44]. Table I summarizes the simulation parameters.
We have used OMNeT++ [45], a discrete event simulator.
B. Simulation Results
The obtained results are shown in figures 11–15.
Viewed Layer Distribution: Figure 11 shows the distribution
of the viewed layer by the peers. We can clearly see that
the problem of quality bottleneck persists in the case of

the RND technique in such a way that 80% of the peers
are being offered the Layer 0 only, and higher layers are
only viewed by fewer peers (15%, 3%, 1%, 0% respectively).
However, this problem is reduced when other techniques are
used. Also, we can notice that these techniques allow a wider
distribution of higher layers but still cannot distribute the
highest layers (here layers 3 and 4) even if the overlay is
composed of peers capable of receiving such layers. Finally,
AFF technique performs better than SFR and CLS techniques.
This can be explained by the fact that AFF technique benefits
from both advantages of CLS and SFR techniques. The
CLS technique allows the swarming of peers with similar
network capabilities; whereas the load balancing feature of
SFR technique prevents the formation of hotspots in the
overlay (i.e. joining peers are attracted by peers with high
upload capacity).
Bandwidth Utilization: Figures 12 and 13 show the bandwidth
utilization in terms of the average download and upload rates
during the session respectively. They also show the difference
between the actual download and upload rates and their
corresponding capacities. It is clear that in the RND-based
solution, the overlay peers are less efficiently connected among
them and this leads to poor download and upload rates.
Therefore, a great portion of the available bandwidth (both
upload and download) is unused. However, SFR and AFF
techniques ensure better bandwidth utilization since the links’
capacities are taken into account when connecting joining
peers to the overlay.
Overlay Graph Properties: Figure 14 shows the input and
output degrees of peers within the constructed overlay. We can
see that SFR and AFF exhibit a small number of connections
compared to RND and CLS. We can also see that SFR
provides slightly slower degrees than AFF. Indeed, SFR only
relies on the peer contribution (the ratio of the upload capacity
to the out-degree of the peer). This technique avoids attaching
too many peers to a node than it can handle with respect to its
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uplink capacity. On the other hand, AFF includes a similar rule
but also considers the video quality level that can be provided
by the sender peer and the quality level that can be obtained
by a receiver peer.
Finally, the lower nodes’ degrees demonstrate the efficiency
of our proposed overlay formation technique since with
fewer but more appropriate connections, it achieves better
layer distribution and therefore avoids the quality bottleneck
problem.
In order to study the impact of neighbors’ churn on
the streaming stability, we evaluated the Themis algorithm
under different neighborhood configurations and measured
the quality stability in terms of layer switching before the
replacement of the departing neighbor. Figure 15 shows the
distribution of the number of dropped layers following a
neighbor departure. We can see that the Themis algorithm
provides superior results in terms of quality stability. Thanks
to the load balancing feature, the received quality level does
not suffer at all in 28% of the time. Moreover, the Themis
algorithm still provides good results in 65% of the time, since
the number of dropped layers is 1 or less.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a comprehensive solution
for adaptive SVC streaming over overlay networks. The
solution integrates a set of strategies jointly used to avoid
the quality bottleneck problem while ensuring efficient SVC
streaming. Specifically, an overlay formation strategy and a
data scheduling strategy are combined. The overlay formation
strategy provides a stable neighborhood for a newly joining
peer. It is based on preferential attachment that takes into
account the quality level the peer can get from its neighbors,
and the quality level it is willing to serve to other peers.
This neighborhood is chosen in such a way to allow both

good throughput and peer contribution. We also proposed
a data scheduling algorithm (Themis) to improve the video
quality that each peer receives from its neighborhood. Themis
relies on requests dispatching among the neighbors according
to their upload capacities and the set of layers they can
provide in order to mitigate the impact of neighbor departure.
Simulations have been conducted to evaluate the performance
of the proposed solution. We evaluated different metrics
including churn tolerance for the data scheduling mechanism,
and the spreading of higher layers for the overlay formation
mechanism. The evaluation results confirmed the superiority
of our approach in effectively addressing the quality bottleneck
problem and ensuring a wide spreading of higher layers
across the overlay network. They also demonstrated how our
scheduling algorithm can provide each peer with a relatively
stable quality and hence an improved quality of experience.
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